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No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5057 205 4.7 1.67 30 1/2 8 7/8 33 7.31 4.26 113" 13

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

RB
DOB (Age)

2-6-90 (28)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Sprangers, Mason

TEAM

Tampa Bay Buccaneers11–5th–ATL

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Oregon State (ORST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Rodgers, Jacquizz

2016: at CAR 10/10, at SF 10/23, vs. OAK 10/30, at NO 12/24, vs. CAR 1/1

40
Winning %

51%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Lead TB in rushing in 2016 with 129 carries for 560 yards and 2 TD’s. In his career he has 

448 carries for 1,717 yards, 7 TD’s, 169 receptions for 1,212 yards and 5 TD’s. Has 50 career 

kick returns for 1,192 yards (23.8 average). 

6th year RB who has started 10 of 78 career games with 4 games missed in 2016 due to a foot injury. 1st year in

Tampa Bay under Offensive Coordinator Todd Monken and Running Backs coach Tim Spencer where he was

asked to run in a primarily Zone scheme that did integrate Man concepts as well and was used regularly on

arrow and HB option routes. Has shown ability to line up as a singleback, in I-formation, alongside the QB in

Shotgun and out wide as a receiver. Marginal height and adequate weight that displays good AA with a good

combo of acceleration, agility, balance, COD, and explosiveness. Pre-snap he communicates effectively with the

QB to ensure proper responsibility while reading the defense for his target in pass pro or where the run is going

to hit. Vision and ability to create is good, on Zone runs, his vision is very good and can create a hole with his

eyes by looking at particular gap that is not his intended gap to manipulate the defense to flow that way. Can

press a particular gap and has COD/jumpcut ability to work to the backside while anticipating the movement of

the defense effectively. On Gap runs, he is decisive and hits designed hole with speed and has anticipation and

vision to cutback or bounce outside effectively. Burst is good, can accelerate into a hole, cut and accelerate to full

speed again which affects the angles of the defenders on all 3 levels with his good play speed which is faster than

his timed speed. Finish and yards after contact is good, uses AA to elude defenders on all 3 levels and has ability

to take it the distance in the open field. Although small in stature he shows good play strength as he runs with

solid pad level and good foot drive to be able to carry defenders on all 3 levels for extra yards and always finishes

runs falling forward. Good in the passing game, can separate with AA from LB’s with good COD and

explosiveness on HB option routes, through play strength by being physical at the top of routes with LB’s and

Safeties and through Mental Processing by reading coverages on where to be on delayed screens. Radius is solid

as he has shown the ability to go below the waist, go behind with good ability to turn the trunk or out in front

and make contested catches without breaking stride with ability to catch the ball, plant his foot and turn up field

to create yards after the catch. Blocking is solid, uses his good mental processing as he knows where he is

supposed to be on blocks with ability to adjust on the fly. Shows solid desire to mix it up with defenders.

Displays solid foot quickness to get to his spot with solid technique, hand placement and strong/wide base

which allows him to anchor effectively. Competitive toughness is good as he competes hard consistently with the

ability to carry the load for an offense. Shows good physical toughness as he never shies away from contact in the

hole and good mental toughness as he can rise to the occasion in key situations by always knowing where the

first down marker is and how to cash in when in the red zone. Tries to create too much, particularly in Zone runs

as he tries to make a bigger play by bouncing outside and trying to create outside the framework of the blocks

instead of just giving what the defense gives him. When in pass pro, he does have the tendency to drop his head

when trying to cut much larger defenders which allows the defender to jump right over him and evade the block.

Overall, he is a starting 3 down RB you can win with that can fit into both Gap and Zone running schemes and is

most valuable in his ability to create, burst, finish runs, and be a valuable option as a receiver out of the backfield.

Needs to take what the defense gives him more often and improve technique in pass pro. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

78
Games Started

10
Games Won

Height, Cut Blocks, Taking What Defense Gives Him 

PROJECTION Starting 3 down RB you can win with that can fit into both Gap and Zone running schemes 

and is most valuable in his ability to create, burst, finish runs, and be a valuable option as a 

receiver out of the backfield. Needs to take what the defense gives him more often and 

improve technique in pass pro. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Vision/Create, Burst, Finish/Yards After Contact, Separation in Pass Game, Hands 

WORST

RB

Possesses traits that allow him to succeed to either a Gap or Zone scheme or a scheme that 

incorporates both. 

2016: Foot (Missed Games 9-12) 2015: Arm (IR Weeks 6-17) 2014: No Injuries 2013: 

Concussion (Missed Week 17) 2012: No Injuries 2011: No Injuries 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


